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ABSTRACT This paper presents an image enhancement model, D2BGAN (Dark to Bright Generative
Adversarial Network), to translate low light images to bright images without a paired supervision. We intro-
duce the use of geometric and lighting consistency along with a contextual loss criterion. These when
combined with multiscale color, texture and edge discriminators prove to provide competitive results.
We performed extensive experiments using benchmark datasets to visually and objectively compare our
results. We observed the performance of D2BGAN on real-time driving datasets that are subject to motion
blur, noise, and other artifacts. We further demonstrated that our enhanced images can be profitably used in
image-understanding tasks. Images processed using our technique obtain the best or second best average
scores for three different image quality evaluation methods on the Naturalness Preserved Enhancement
(NPE), Low Light Image Enhancement (LIME), Multi-Exposure Image Fusion (MEF) benchmark datasets.
Best scores are also obtained on the LOw-Light (LOL) test set and on Berkeley Driving Dataset (BDD)
images processed with D2BGAN. Face detection tasks on the DarkFace benchmark dataset show an mAP
(mean Average Precision) improvement from 0.209 to 0.301 when images are processed using D2BGAN.
mAP further improves to 0.525 when finetuning techniques are adopted.

INDEX TERMS Image enhancement, generative adversarial network, unpaired supervision.

I. INTRODUCTION
Image enhancement is a prerequisite for many computer
vision-based image understanding tasks. In particular, it is
crucial to enhance low light or dark images to obtain images
which not only have better image aesthetic quality but can
also be suitably processed for object detection and face
detection. The Dark to Bright (D2B) task by itself is one
of the earliest studied domains in computer vision, but
the continuous evolution of computational resources and
deep learning architectures has generated a paradigm shift
towards the latter approach. A literature review shows three
main ways in which the problem is approached: histogram
equalization [1]–[6], Retinex-based [7]–[12] and machine
learning-based [13]–[19].
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The primary challenge in dealing with low-light image
enhancement tasks is that there are many noise sources in the
acquisition of poorly lit scenes. These include readout, pho-
ton shot, dark current, and fixed pattern noises, in addition to
photon response non-uniformities. The noise level increases
while treating lightness and contrast of low-light images,
more so in the case of compressed-dynamics images. Apply-
ing a denoising filter prior to the light enhancement results
in blurring, while the reverse causes noise amplification
as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, addressing denoising and low-
light enhancement problems simultaneously using a learning-
based approach appears to be the optimal choice.

The success of deep-learning enhancement models
depends on the availability of large-scale annotated data. For
the present problem, there is a requirement for paired images
such that a low-light image serves as the input while its
brighter counterpart serves as the target image. The Adobe 5k
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FIGURE 1. (a) Original dark image, (b) processed image with LIME (noise
amplified), and (c) processed image with MBLLEN (artifacts due to
smoothing).

dataset [20] served as a benchmark used by many researchers
for this task. This dataset provides an original low-light
image; retouched by five different photographic experts, one
of which was used as the target of supervised training. Some
researchers have used a synthetic paired set for the same by
intentionally transforming a bright image to generate its dark
counterpart. This transformation is global, and its suitability
for challenging real-time images is debatable.

Ideally, a training procedure that does not require paired
supervision is the most appropriate. Very few studies have
reported on low-light image enhancement using unpaired
images [19], [21]. Moreover, even though image-to-image
style translation without paired supervision is a popular
approach [22]–[24], few have considered themapping of low-
light images to bright-light images as a style transfer problem.

A. MOTIVATION
In this study, we consider the low-light image enhance-
ment task as an image style transfer problem. We trained
a deep neural architecture using unsupervised image pairs.
This promotes the use of available real-time dark and bright
images without the need for pairwise annotations or syn-
thetic treatments. We resort to Generative Adversarial Net-
works(GANs), using two encoders and two decoders. The use
of 2-way GANs is preferred for two main reasons: first, the
image generation principle via adversarial losses allows the
use of an unsupervised training framework for deep-learning
tasks, without annotated data; and second, even though the
current work reports a low-to-bright light image transfer
problem, the developed architecture can also be used to
generate synthetic low-light images that can be used for fine-
tuning in image-understanding tasks (e.g., face/object detec-
tion and segmentation). Moreover, it is essential to have a
reference frame for the loss computation without the need for
paired supervision to ensure that themodel can be generalized

well over any input distribution. However, the unsupervised
image-to-image translation problem is challenging because it
aims to recover a joint probability given a marginal probabil-
ity. For this purpose, one of the most common approaches is
to add a cycle-consistency constraint along with adversarial
losses. This bijective constraint becomes restrictive in cases
such as the task at hand, where the low light image domain
may contain less information than its bright counterpart.
To handle this situation we use a geometric consistency con-
straint which ensures that an image from one domain and its
geometrically transformed version generates the same image
in the other domain. Additionally, a contextual loss constraint
ensures that the context and semantics of the images are pre-
served. We used three discriminators to learn color, texture,
and edges separately. Together these ensure that the gener-
ated images have consistent edges and textures without false
structure addition during the translation. Another important
factor to be considered is that, contrary to most low-light
image enhancement tasks which improve the image quality
visually by touching the image, we aim towards enhancing
images captured at very poor lighting with onboard mov-
ing cameras such that the images are suitable for image-
understanding tasks. This highlights the need for edge and
texture discriminators, because color-only discriminators are
not suitable for preventing the introduction of false structures
while enhancing these very low-light images. This study pro-
vides the following main contributions: (i) it poses the low-
to-bright light enhancement problem as an unpaired image
translation problem; (ii) it introduces the use of a geometric
and an illumination consistency constraint in the images to
prevent the generator from creating false structures, as is
typical in cycle-gan-based architectures; (iii) it uses a con-
textual loss to maintain semantic similarity between the low-
light image and its generated bright counterpart; (iv) it uses
multiscale color, texture and edge discriminators per domain
to ensure that the discriminator is able to force the generator
to improve edge and texture information in the generated
image. This is demonstrated by the fact that D2BGAN is
able to generate images that obtain better quality scores as
compared to other GAN-based image enhancement methods;
(v) unlike typical image enhancement algorithms which
improve the overall image quality but fail to preserve fea-
tures important for face/object detection tasks, the D2BGAN
enhancement proves to be effective for image-understanding
tasks. Face detection tasks on D2BGAN-enhanced DarkFace
images show an mAP improvement of 10% without finetun-
ing and 32% after fine-tuning.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We provide a study of related work in Sec. II. The proposed
technique is discussed in detail in Sec. III. Experimental
results and conclusions are provided in Secs. IV and V
respectively.

II. RELATED WORK
Histogram based enhancement aims to improve the
image quality by modifying the image histogram. This can
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result in an overstretched contrast that lacks naturalness.
Various techniques have been developed using this frame-
work. Brightness preserving dynamic histogram equaliza-
tion (BPDHE) [25] uses a histogram equalization (HE) on a
dynamic range expanded version of sub-histograms obtained
by the local maxima of the input image histogram. Flattest
histogram specification with accurate brightness preserva-
tion (FHSABP) [1] solves a convex optimization problem
to obtain the flattest target histogram with the brightness
preservation constraint. Because of their brightness preser-
vation, BPDHE and FHSABP are not suitable for low-light
image enhancement, but prevent overstretching. Moreover,
these methods do not consider the relationships between
adjacent pixels, whereas methods such as Histogram Modifi-
cation Framework (HMF) [2], Contrast Enhancement Based
on Genetic Algorithm (CEBGA) [3] and Differential HE
for Color Images (DHECI) [4] do. In HMF [2] the target
histogram is obtained via a parametric optimization problem,
involving the local variance of the pixels. In CEBGA [3] a
genetic algorithm is adopted to enhance the contrast of the
images by modifying the histogram, using the number of
edges in the enhanced image as a fitness function. DHECI [4]
performs histogram equalization on the differential intensity
histogram and differential saturation histogram from the HSI
color space. More advanced techniques that embed contex-
tual information include, Contextual and Variational Contrast
enhancement (CVC) [5] and Layered Difference Represen-
tation (LDR) [6], which use 2D histograms. In the former,
a target 2D histogram is obtained through an optimization
problem involving the uniform histogram, weighted input
histogram and smoothing term. In the latter, a 2D histogram
of gray-level differences between neighboring pixels is used
to generate a mapping function that increases the difference
of frequently adjacent pixel values.

Retinex based methods assume that an image can be
pixel-wise decomposed into reflectance and illumination.
In [26] a classic approach was proposed, where the light-
ness was first decomposed in reflex lightness and ambi-
ent illumination. Reflectance was then extracted from reflex
lightness, while ambient illumination was log-transformed
and used for the output image. A widely used framework
for the Retinex based enhancement methods is the fusion-
based framework, as in Fusion-based Enhancing Method for
Weakly Illuminated images (FEMWII) [7] and Single Backlit
Image Enhancement (FMSBIE) [8]. Both methods estimate
the illumination using the pixel-wise maximum in the RGB
color space, which is used to obtain the reflectance. Three
different modified illuminations were then obtained using
different techniques to improve the brightness and contrast.
The illumination maps were then fused with a multiscale
approach. The multiscale techniques are also used to extract
reflectance and illumination: [27] used three guided filters
with different radius are used to get the reflectance and the
illumination on the intensity layer of the HSI color space.
Another approach for illumination estimation is proposed
in Low-light IMage Enhancement (LIME) [9], where an

optimization problem is used to obtain a smooth, structure-
preserving illumination map, which is then enhanced through
a gamma correction. As noise is critical in poorly illu-
minated images in LIME, a denoising technique is also
proposed where the output reflectance is the linear com-
bination of the original reflectance and a block-matching
and 3D filtered (BM3D) method, using illumination as the
weight to prevent oversmoothing of bright areas. In [10],
a hybrid regularized variational model is proposed to extract
the illumination map, which is later enhanced through an
adaptive gamma correction, while the reflectance map gets
optimized thanks to a guided filter; such enhanced image
is also refined through a deep learning-based denoising.
In [26], [7], [8], [27], [9], and [10], reflectance was obtained
by estimated illumination. More advanced techniques, such
as Simultaneous Reflectance and Illumination Estimation
(SRIE) [11] and Joint Intrinsic-Extrinsic Prior Model for
Retinex (JIEPMR) [12], jointly decompose reflectance and
illumination. The former uses a variational model and the
latter uses an iterative approach with the derivatives of the
reflectance and illumination. This allows to obtain both a
structure-preserving smooth illumination and a shape-and-
texture-preserving reflectance. While the Retinex theory has
proven to be suitable for low-light image enhancement, this
approach suffers from color distortion and hand-crafted illu-
mination manipulation. Learning-based methods can over-
come these problems, while providing better denoising,
which is crucial in low-light images.

Data learning methods include a variety of methods from
deep learning, such as autoencoders, deep Convolutionl Neu-
ral Networks (CNNs) and GANs, all of which have proved to
be suitable for enhancing image quality and brightness.

In Low-Light Network (LLNet) [13], Global iLlumination-
Aware and Detail-preserving Network (GLADNet) [14] and
Low-Light Encoder-Decoder Network (LLED-Net) [15],
denoising autoencoders are used. LLED-Net employs only
a single autoencoder, which embeds some residual modules,
but uses the SSIM image quality index as a loss. LLNet
also uses only an autoencoder, but is composed of a five-
layer stacked sparse denoising autoencoder (SSDA). In con-
trast, in GLADNet the autoencoder is not directly applied
to the original image and is followed by a convolutional
network, but is trained using only the absolute difference
from the target. Despite good results, the simplicity of these
methods limits their capability compared to more complex
learning methods. In [28] multiple autoencoders were used
to work separately on the content and edges of the image
while also using CNN, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
and a more advanced loss function, including a discrim-
inator and a VGG-16 net. An autoencoder was used for
DEEPUnderexposed Photo Enhancement DeepUPE [29] and
Low-Light Image Enhancement Network (LLIE-net) [30].
In the former an image-to-illumination mapping used for a
Retinex-fashioned enhancement is learned, while considering
reconstruction loss, color loss and smoothness of the illumi-
nance. In the latter an autoencoder is used with a discrete
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wavelet transorm (DWT) and a multiscale approach. In [31],
an end-to-end U-Net was used, with a 3D convolution to
deal with videos, preventing flickering in consecutive frames,
and using the GRBG components from the camera sensor
as an input. In Multi-Branch Low-Light Enhancement Net-
work (MBLLEN) [32], a CNN was applied to the input
image. Subsequently, the output of each layer was fed to
the independent autoencoders. The obtained output image
is a weighted sum with learnable weights of the autoen-
coders output,considering structural, contextual and regional
losses for the training. While autoencoders and U-Net are
convenient for image-to-image nets, methods such as those
in [33] and [34] use only deep neural networks. In par-
ticular, they use residual convolutional neural networks to
mitigate the vanishing gradient problem in deep networks.
In [34], the CNN enhanced images from low-end devices
to professional Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) qual-
ity, using a dataset with multiple acquisitions of the same
scene from different devices for training, which is difficult
to obtain. [33] uses special-designed residual CNN mod-
ules to create a deep CNN, but was trained using only the
Structural Similarity IndexMeasure (SSIM). Apart from [29],
RetinexNet [35], Kindling the Darkness (KinD) [36], his
successor KinD++ [16] and Retinex-inspired unrolling with
architecture search (RUAS) [37] augment Retinex theory,
outperforming classic Retinex based methods. [35], [36]
and [16] used a CNN to decompose reflectance and illumi-
nation components. In both cases, denoising takes advantage
of the illumination map, as in [9], to improve the results
over plain denoising. In [35], BM3D was used for denoising
whereas in [36] a specific CNN was adopted, which was
later improved in [16] withmultiscale illumination considera-
tion. An encoder-decoder structure was used for illumination
adjustment [35] while [36] and [16] adopted a CNN with
a free parameter to modify the adjustment ratio. Recently,
normalizing flows have been used as an alternative to GANs
to address the low-light image enhancement problem, as in
low-light flow-based image enhancement (LLFlow) [17]. The
normalizing flows permit to model the conditional distribu-
tion of normally exposed images and then exploit the network
invertibility to enhance low-light images. Despite the promis-
ing results of this approach, normalizing flows are typically
inefficient, with a high-dimensionality latent space and not
expressive when compared to other architectures, making
them complex to manipulate and take advantage of.

A common critical aspect of these methods is data avail-
ability. Since these methods are supervised, they require
paired low/normal light images of the same scene. A widely
used way to obtain them is to artificially globally darken
normal light images, or to locally darken bright images to
perform better in partially illuminated images [38], how-
ever this artificial manipulation affects the naturalness of
the results. Recently, methods such as [35] and [16] have
used datasets with images of the same scenes with different
exposures. This proved to be effective, but such datasets
were scarce and tedious to create. To overcome the issue of

data availability, several unsupervised [18], [37], [39] and
unpaired supervised [19], [21] methods have been devel-
oped. Zero-reference deep curve estimation (ZDCE) [18]
is an unsupervised low-light image enhancer that uses a
CNN to obtain pixel-wise enhancement curves to adjust the
input image, using non-reference loss functions for training.
RUAS [37] and [39] are promising unsupervised enhancers
as well: the former uses reference-free losses on a Retinex-
inspired model and a neural architecture search (NAS) to
generate the architecture from a simpler heuristical design,
whereas the latter uses a simple encoder-decoder network,
with a novel unsupervised loss function based on the bright
channel prior. Both EnlightenGAN (EGAN) [21] and Unsu-
pervised image Enhancement GAN (UEGAN) [19] used
GANs to obtain a light enhancement with unpaired super-
vision, using a decoder-encoder for generation. In EGAN a
local and global discriminator were used whereas in UEGAN
only one multiscale discriminator was used. The promising
results of EGAN and UEGAN, together with the availabil-
ity of unpaired low/normal-light images, make GANs an
appealing approach for low light image enhancement tech-
niques. [40] contributed towards increasing nighttime visibil-
ity without using paired supervision.

In general, learning-based approaches provide better local
illumination enhancement with lower noise impacts than
both Retinex-based and Histogram-based approaches. The
effects of color distortions are also significantly smaller in
learning-based techniques. While different learning-based
approaches differ in terms of a) supervision (unsupervised vs.
supervised), b) base architecture (CNN/autoencoder/hybrid),
c) model structure (Retinex-based, GAN-based, image-
image based), (Fig 2), the following main observations are
made: (i) the unsupervised or unpaired-supervised learning
approach is preferred to address the data availability issue;
(ii) for very poorly illuminated and low-resolution images,
the Retinex decomposition becomes quite challenging; (iii) a
deep CNN architecture with skip connections better resolves
vanishing gradient issues, particularly for sparse contents as
may be the case for poor quality low-light images; (iv) no
reference losses can lead to poor generalization and oversat-
uration in some cases. These factors guide our decision to
choosing a 2-domain GAN model which will provide a ref-
erence for loss computation even with unpaired supervision.
The underlying encoder/decoder architecture in the model
promotes the use of residual connections to ensure improved
model convergence. Our contribution has some similarities
with EGAN and UEGAN, because it uses a GAN architecture
with unpaired supervision. However we focused towards pre-
senting a 2-way architecture with better generalization across
different distributions, which is comparatively difficult with
no reference losses. To ensure better image generation even
from insufficient representations, and to prevent the genera-
tion of false structures, we add consistency constraints to the
generators. Unlike EGAN andUEGAN,we did not use global
attention. We used separate discriminators for color, texture
and edge. The use of discriminators for content learning,
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FIGURE 2. A diagrammatic representation of different low light enhancement techniques.

instead of separate edge and content CNNs, is motivated by
the fact that the imagemay be too poor to generate appropriate
edge information for learning. We used cycle consistency,
geometric and illumination consistency with contextual loss
instead of perceptual losses. It has been observed via exten-
sive ablation studies that the domain inconsistency problem
and the inability of cycle consistency alone to address the
problem is solved to a great extent by using texture and edge
discriminators along with geometric consistency losses.

III. METHODOLOGY
CycleGAN [41] was one of the first techniques used for
unsupervised image translation, in which a cycle consistency
loss was used to learn the semantic dissimilarity between
the two transfer domains. This replaced the direct paired
loss. Although this technique has been used for image style
transfers, to the best of our knowledge ours is the first attempt
to use it for an image enhancement problem. This translation
is an open-ended problem, as a single image in a domain may
result in multiple images in the other domain. Although there
are techniques that deal with the multimodal nature of the
problem [24] by random sampling or by using more than one
target, we focus on generating a single translation at a time.
In addition to cycle consistency, many regularizations are
used on the generators to enable the creation of real-generated
images while using unpaired learning. These include penal-
izing the distance in the latent space, exploiting a perceptual
loss, and forcing the generators to be close to the identity
function.

In this study we relax the number of regularizations on
the generator while ensuring that the generator is able to
learn inverse mappings. We aim to map images in a low-
light domain, Lx , to bright images By. Both Lx and By consist
of a finite number of samples. An image Xreal belonging to
Lx can be mapped to Yfake in domain By using an encoder
Ex and a decoder Dy, Yfake → Dy(Ex(Xreal)). Similarly,
Xfake → Dx(Ey(Yreal)). The cycle consistency can be com-
puted using Yfake to regenerate Xrecon using Dx(Ey(Yfake)).

We used standard encoder and decoder architectures made
up of sequentially stacked convolution blocks with instance
normalization and rectification linear units. Multiple residual
blocks were used in the study. A sample structure is shown in
Fig 3. As the cycle consistency alone is not suitable for deal-
ing with the inconsistency between the low light and bright
light domains and can introduce false structures, we impose
a lighting and geometric consistency. This adds extra lever-
age to learning the mapping between an information-rich
bright image and its low light counterpart. To differentiate
the general cycle consistency from the lighting and geometric
consistencies used, we refer to the cycle consistency as cycle
reconstruction loss whereas the geometric and illumination
consistencies are referred to as consistency loss. The idea
of illumination consistency is supported by the fact that two
same low light images with slightly different illumination
can generate the same enhanced image. This served three
purposes. The network is guided to a single translation at a
time, thereby controlling the open-ended nature of the prob-
lem to some extent. in addition, the generalization capability
of the network is improved, and false structure generation is
reduced. The geometric consistency acts in a similar fashion
and ensures that the false data generation tendency of the
generator is checked. These two consistencies consider the
structure and illumination factors of the image, improving
the overall illumination without saturation while preserving
the structure at the same time. To set up the geometric and
lighting consistency constraints, we transform X into X_g
and X_l, where X_g is a 90 degrees rotation of X and X_l
is a gamma transformation of X . When Yfake is generated,
it should be similar to Y_lfake and Y_g

−1
fake. The inverse map-

ping refers to the inverse rotation of the reconstructed image.
This ensures that the generator does not add further artifacts
to the image during transformation.

Two discriminators DcL and DcB are used for the two
domains. Furthermore, each discriminator is divided into
three parts: Dcxc, Dcxt and Dcxe. These aim to discriminate
the color (xc), texture (xt) and edge (xe) differences between
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FIGURE 3. Architecture of generator and discriminator of the GAN. Numbers after @, K and N represents the vector dimensions, kernel size and the
number of kernels, respectively.

the real and generated images in Lx domain. The inclusion of
these discriminators facilitates the learning of color, texture
and edge distributions from unpaired images. The color dis-
criminator uses blurred RGB images. It was later observed

via experiments that learning the color distributions via a
blurred RGB image, and separate edge and texture patterns
from the gradient image and grayscale image provides better
edge and texture learning than the use of a single color image.
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram of D2BGAN: in the upper half the encoder and
decoder interconnection is presented with a color-coded dataflow,
starting from a low light image Xreal and a bright image Yreal . In the
lower half the three contributions to the loss functions are represented.

Using separate discriminators again ensures that the Gener-
ator can learn color, edges and texture independently. These
characteristics are often imbibed in an image-image network
by separately processing the content/edges. The objective of
using this in the discriminator stage rather than the encoder
stems from the fact that a very poor quality image may
generate weak edges which fail to transfer suitably in its
enhanced counterpart. More precisely, because we observed
an increased performance using multiscale discriminators,
we use four discriminators: Dcxc1, Dcxc2, Dcxt and Dcxe
instead of three. Here Dcxc1 and Dcxc2 denote RGB images
blurred by two factors. A grayscale version of the image
was used as the texture image, whereas the edge image was
obtained using a Prewitt operator. Any edge filter can be used
instead of the Prewitt filter. Alternatively, we also decom-
posed a grayscale image into its texture and structure images.
This adds an extra overhead for computing the structure
decomposition in each epoch. We however noticed that there
was no significant improvement in terms of epochs conver-
gence or visual quality of the generated images; hence we
dropped this line of experiments and reported all experiments
with grayscale images and the Prewitt operator.

The overall objective function is shown in Eq. 8. It includes
the general adversarial loss Lgan along with the cycle recon-
struction loss Lcyc and the consistency loss Lcyc_conc. The gen-
eral adversarial loss is commonly used for all GAN structures.

Lgan(X ,Y ) = Eb[(Dc(Y )− 1)2]

+Ea[(Dc(Dy(Ex(X ))))2] (1)

TABLE 1. Ablation study using different consistency losses: cycle (C),
geometric (G), illumination (I), and contextual (Cn) loss along with the
three discriminators color (cd), texture (td), edge (ed).

Themain difference here is that we use three discriminators
instead of a single discriminator in each domain. For the
2-domain problem we accumulated losses from six discrimi-
nators in total. Hence, X will be replaced by {xc, xt, xe} and
Y will be replaced by {yc, yt, ye}. We have Lgan(X ,Y ) and
Lgan(Y ,X ) for the 2-domain problem. Lgan in Eq. 1 hence
is used as shown in Eq. 3. In addition, Dc represents three
instead of a single discriminator, i.e. Dc ∈ {Dcxc, Dcxt and
Dcxe}. Input to Dci is i; for example, input to Dcxc is xc.
The cycle reconstruction loss is specific to image style

transfer problems.

Lcyc(X ,Xrecon,Y ,Yrecon) = Ea[||Xrecon − X ||1]
+Eb[||Yrecon − Y ||1] (2)

Along with these two we included the illumination and
geometric consistency losses referred to as Lcyc_conc, as
discussed above. While the adversarial loss and the cycle
reconstruction loss are computed over both domains, the
consistency losses are computed only in the target domain.
Further, instead of using an L1 loss a contextual loss [42]
is used in case of geometric and lighting consistency mea-
surements. There are significant differences in the network
performance with variations in the loss functions.

The training process was split into four stages. The stages
mainly reflect the effectiveness of each step (multiple dis-
criminators/multiple consistencies/contextual loss) towards
the entire process: (i) First, we train the network with
adversarial loss Lgan(X ,Y ) and cycle reconstruction loss
Lcyc(X ,Xrecon,Y ,Yrecon) using color, texture and edge dis-
criminators. We call this version D2B_base;

Ld2b_base = Lgan(X̂ , Ŷ )+ Lgan(Ŷ , X̂ )

+Lcyc(X ,Xrecon,Y ,Yrecon) (3)

here X̂ ∈ {xc, xt, xe} and Ŷ ∈ {yc, yt, ye}
(ii) we next used geometric consistency Lcyc_con(Yfake,

Y_g−1fake ,Xfake,X_g
−1
fake) along with adversarial loss and

cycle-reconstruction. We used only color images in the dis-
criminator and used L1 loss criterion for consistencies. In this
case we determine the geometric consistency loss in both
domains. We denote this as GC;

LGC = Lgan(X ,Y )+ Lgan(Y ,X )

+Lcyc_con(Yfake,Y_g
−1
fake,Xfake,X_g

−1
fake)

+Lcyc(X ,Xrecon,Y ,Yrecon) (4)
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FIGURE 5. (a) and (e) Geometric consistency; (b) and (f) geometric
consistency with contextual loss; (c) and (g) edge, texture, and color
discriminators; (d) and (h) D2BGAN edge, color, texture discriminators,
geometric consistency, and contextual loss. Viewing the images in a
zoomed mode on a good quality monitor will provide better
understanding of the differences between them.

Lcyc_con(Yfake,Y_g
−1
fake,Xfake,X_g

−1
fake)

= Ea[||Yfake − Y_g−1fake||1]

+Eb[||Xfake − X_g−1fake||1] (5)

(iii) in the third phase we replaced L1 loss criterion
in (ii) with contextual loss. We name the result GC_con;

LGC_con = Lgan(X ,Y )+ Lgan(Y ,X )

+Lcyc_conc(Yfake,Y_g
−1
fake,Xfake,X_g

−1
fake)

+Lcyc(X ,Xrecon,Y ,Yrecon) (6)

Lcyc_conc(Yfake,Y_g
−1
fake,Xfake,X_g

−1
fake)

FIGURE 6. (a) and (b) uses only color discriminator; (c) and (d) uses color
and edge discriminator; (e) and (f) uses all the discriminators;
(b), (d), and (f) uses all the consistency and contextual losses; and
(a), (c), and (e) uses only cycle consistency loss.

= Ea[||Yfake − Y_g−1fake||c]

+Eb[||Xfake − X_g−1fake||c] (7)

(iv) to obtain the final network version we add Lcyc_con loss
to D2B_base. Unlike GC we only compute the consistencies
in the target domain. We used both geometric as well as light-
ing consistencies for this purpose. Also, the L1 loss criterion
for consistency measurements was replaced with contextual
loss.We call the final result D2BGAN. This is shown in Fig 4.

Ld2bgan = Lgan(X̂ , Ŷ )+ Lgan(Ŷ , X̂ )

+Lcyc(X ,Xrecon,Y ,Yrecon)

+Lcyc_conc(Yfake,Y_g
−1
fake,Yfake,Y_lfake) (8)

It should be noted that while the instability of cycle consis-
tency to solve the transfer problem is dealt with successfully
by using the geometric consistencies and contextual losses,
the two-way GAN requires longer training time compared to
any one-path GAN. Although for the dark to bright image
enhancement task it is not necessary to train a two-way GAN,
we prefer to make the network multipurpose and use it for
both way transfers for different types of experiments. Hence
we ignore the additional training time.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used a mixture of images from two datasets to train
our network. We included images from the Adobe and the
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FIGURE 7. Original backlit image, processed images with DeepUPE, EGAN and D2BGAN from left to right.

FIGURE 8. (a) Sample original MEF image and its processed versions
using (b) Lime, (c) FMSBIE, (d) DeepUPE, (e) MBLLEN, (f) ZDCE, (g) EGAN,
(h) RUAS_UPE, (i) LLFLOW, and (j) D2BGAN.

BrighteningTrain dataset. A total of 3000 images were ran-
domly selected for training. The network was trained for
150 epochs with a learning rate of 0.0002. The images were

randomly cropped to 256 × 256 pixels. Training was per-
formed on a workstation with an RTX6000 24GB GPU. Each
training session lasted approximately 36 hours. We present
ablation studies in Sec. IV-A. For testing we used the pub-
licly available benchmark datasets DICM (42 images, mean
intensity 63) [43], LIME (9 images, mean intensity 35) [9],
MEF (16 images, mean intensity 38) [44], NPE (8 images,
mean intensity 90) [45], and a set of backlit images (2 images,
mean intensity 90) [8]. We named this entire group of images
Dataset-A.

We compared the proposed method with state-of-the-art
techniques such as EGAN, MBLLEN, ZDCE, DeepUPE,
LIME, FMSBIE, RUAS, LLFLOW. For all these methods,
software provided by the authors was utilized. Addition-
ally, we present image understanding results on BDD and
on challenging low-light datasets such as DarkFace and
ExDark. In Sec. IV-B we present visual and objective eval-
uations of our technique. We used no-reference image qual-
ity assessment (IQA) tools such as NIQE [46], PIQE [47],
BRISQUE [48], and UNIQUE [49] for objective evaluations,
as the ground-truth for these data is not available. In Sec. IV-C
we evaluated the LOL dataset using PSNR and SSIM scores.
In Sec. IV-D we present a visual and objective evaluation of
the real-time Berkeley Driving dataset. Finally, in Sec. IV-E
we provide some evaluations of our technique on the Dark-
Face and Exdark datasets. The purpose of using different
datasets for evaluation was to verify the generalization ability
of the proposed approach. For example, Dataset-A used here
is a benchmark for comparing different low-light enhance-
ment tasks. The experiments performed on Berkeley Driving
datasets verify whether the algorithm can enhance images
captured from a moving vehicle in dark roads, in the presence
of headlights, street lamps, etc. The appropriate enhancement
of these images is important for detection related tasks. Fur-
thermore, the enhancement of typical low-light object/face
detection datasets is also shown.

A. ABLATION STUDY
Fig. 5 show the performance of each network discussed in
Section III. We observed that the processed images have
visible blocking artifacts and color saturation for (ii) and (iii).
Hence, the use of (a) color, texture and edge discriminators
instead of a single color discriminator, (b) geometric and
lighting consistency on the target domain, and (c) contextual
loss in place of L1 loss prove to be significant parts of the
D2BGAN. In table 1 we show IQA scores using images of
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FIGURE 9. Test image and its different processing results (left); enlarged detail for red bounding box in the left Fig is shown on
the right. It is observed that comparatively less distortions are seen in the rail tracks region for D2BGAN, hence providing a
better PIQE quality score.
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FIGURE 10. Test image and its different processing results (left); enlarged detail (right). The ceiling region of the processed
images for EGAN and ZDCE show significant noise addition which is the probable reason for a poor PIQE score. MBLLEN on
the otherhand provides an oversmoothed image and lower color intensity, hence lowering the PIQE score. Results of DeepUPE
and D2BGAN are comparatively better both visually as well as in terms of score.
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FIGURE 11. A typical color difference is observed in the different processed images. The color distortion results in poor PIQE scores for the other
techniques.

the Exdark dataset (12000 total images). We demonstrate
the utility of all three discriminators. The results obtained
with only a color discriminator are better when geometric
and contextual losses are used. The best results are obtained
with all the discriminators. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
color discriminator alone in Fig. 6a has inconsistent patterns
all over the image. This effect is eliminated in Fig. 6b when
geometric and contextual losses are used. In Fig. 6d the image
appears pixelated after zooming, as it fails to learn the appro-
priate texture. The use of all the discriminators provides better
feature learning. The use of geometric and contextual losses
along with all the discriminators reduces the noise in the
image. This is clear when comparing Figs. 6e (using all dis-
criminators and cycle consistency) and 6f (all discriminators,
cycle consistency and geometric and contextual loss). At the
same time, the use of all three discriminators prevents over-
smoothing, as can be noted by comparing Figs. 6f, 6b and 6d.

B. EVALUATION ON LOW LIGHT BENCHMARK DATASET-A
We demonstrate the IQA scores obtained after preprocessing
the original dark images using our method and the other state-
of-the-art methods indicated above. The scores shown are

the average scores for each set forming Dataset-A. We also
show the average scores for Dataset-A, together with the
corresponding standard deviations. Thus we can verify the
flexible of the different techniques, by evaluating the changes
in their response to images with different characteristics.

From Table 2 it can be observed that the proposed tech-
nique D2BGAN obtains competitive results. The NIQE tool
provides the best results for DICM, LIME and MEF datasets
when D2BGAN was applied. For NPE, D2BGAN provides
the second-best score. The LIME and NPE datasets also
showed highest performance with D2BGAN when the PIQE
image quality tool was used. However, D2BGAN does not
perform well on backlit images. A sample case is shown
in Fig 7. It should be noted that most of the techniques
(with a couple of exceptions) reported here fail to deal with
backlit cases. The dataset used for trainingD2BGANdoes not
explicitly use any backlit cases, and no constraint is used to
address backlit cases. The most promising results for backlit
images are obtained using EGAN. The fact that EGAN uses a
global/local discriminator can be a contributing factor. A triv-
ial approach to improve the backlit image processing ability
of D2BGAN could be to check whether the network responds
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FIGURE 12. A strong contrast in the hill regions of the image (shown with red border in the original image) is observed in the DeepUPE and EGAN
processing. The considerably poor contrast results in a poor PIQE score for D2BGAN.

FIGURE 13. A strong contrast in the aquarium region(shown with red border in the original image) is observed in the DeepUPE and EGAN images. The
considerably poor contrast results in a poor PIQE score for D2BGAN.

better if it has backlit priors. A more effective method can be
the use of blurmaps [50] to train the network. Thesemapswill

act as attention enforcement, differentiating in-focus areas
from background. In the example backlit image, the giraffe
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TABLE 2. Objective no-reference image quality scores on different benchmark datasets (values in red and blue are best and second best, respectively).

TABLE 3. Quality gain values averaged (avg) on the entire dataset-A, and their corresponding standard deviations (std). Values in red and blue are best
and second best, respectively.

TABLE 4. Quality gain values averaged (avg) on dataset-A without backlit images, and their corresponding standard deviations (std). Values in red and
blue are best and second best, respectively.

will be labelled as an in-focus object and the network will be
guided to improve the illumination of that region.

Because no-reference IQA tools provide non-uniform
scores for the same datasets, it is reasonable to study the
achieved Quality Gain (QG) which we define as the increase
in the scores after processing, with respect to the score of
the original dark image. The QG values were calculated
as the average percent IQA score relative change. Table 3
lists the QG values averaged over Dataset-A, and their cor-
responding standard deviations. We observed that D2BGAN
ranks second according to PIQE, NIQE, and BRISQUE;
EGAN ranks first for PIQE and NIQE, whereas DeepUPE
ranks first for BRISQUE. The s.d. of D2BGANwas generally
low, indicating the robustness of the proposed method.

If the backlit images are excluded from the evaluation,
it can be verified (Table 4) that D2BGAN ranks first for
PIQE and NIQE, and second for BRISQUE. The results for
UNIQUE are less satisfactory: this IQA tool seems to be

sensitive to quality characteristics that other indices tend to
disregard. Indeed, it can be observed that the ranking of the
different methods provided by UNIQUE is almost reversed
with respect to those provided by the other indices. We also
present visual comparisons in Fig. 8.

Fig 9-13 demonstrate some sample cases, highlighting the
reasons for the success and failure of D2BGAN. It is observed
that EGAN/ZDCE often produces strong illumination in low-
resolution patches, resulting in a strong noise in those regions.
This reduces the image quality score. Noise amplification
in the illuminated regions is controlled in most cases by
D2BGAN, which results in better image scores. MBLLEN
processing does not generate noise in illuminated image
parts; however this is mainly because of the smoothing effect
which again provides poor image score. DeepUpe provides
good results particularly for moderately low-light indoor and
natural scenes. Cases of failure other than backlit images
have also been reported. In such cases D2BGAN provides
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FIGURE 14. Original low light, ground truth, processed images with MBLLEN and D2BGAN from left to right.

TABLE 5. Objective no-reference image quality scores on the LOL dataset.

TABLE 6. Objective SSIM and PSNR scores on LOL dataset.

a noise-free illuminated image, but some regions have lower
contrast compared to the top scoring methods for that image.
This can be seen in Fig 12 and 13.

C. EVALUATION ON BENCHMARK LOW LIGHT DATASET-B
In Table 5 we demonstrate the image quality scores obtained
on LOL dataset (789 images, mean intensity 15) after pre-
processing the original dark images in each case using the
respective techniques. As ground-truth data are available for
LOL, we also show PSNR and SSIM scores for the same in
Table 6. It is observed that the proposed technique D2BGAN
obtains the best scores for both cases and for all IQA tools.

A sample Low-light image, its ground-truth (GT), and
the processed version using D2BGAN are shown in Fig. 14.
It was observed that PSNR (16.53) and SSIM (0.57) for
the processed images were quite low. However, the origi-
nal PSNR and SSIM scores are 8.18 and 0.17 respectively
(averaged on 789 test images). Although the scores of the
processed images are still low, they are largely improved
compared to the original ones as well as those obtained using
other techniques. It should be noted that these are real-world
(not synthetic) images; i.e. they represent an actual problem
a user may face.

D. EVALUATION ON REAL-TIME DRIVING DATASET
In Table 7 we demonstrate the image quality scores obtained
on the BDD after preprocessing the original dark images

FIGURE 15. (a) Sample original BDD image and its processed versions
using (b) Lime, (c) FMSBIE, (d) DeepUPE, (e) MBLLEN, (f) ZDCE, (g) EGAN,
(h) RUAS_UPE, (i) LLFLOW, and (j) D2BGAN.

in each case using the respective techniques. The Berkeley
Driving Dataset consisted of road scenes captured during day
and night. We selected dark images by filtering those images
with a global mean of less than 30. We chose 69 such images
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FIGURE 16. Face detection performances on original (a) and (c) and preprocessed image (b) and (d) using D2BGAN from DarkFace (a) and (b) and
ExDark (c) and (d) datasets.

FIGURE 17. Face detection performances on original and preprocessed images from DarkFace dataset. (a) is original while (b) is the processed version
using D2BGAN.

to generate the test results. Themean intensity of these images
was 29. The scores shown are the average scores for the entire

dataset. It is observed that the proposed technique D2BGAN
obtains the best scores for all the IQA tools. The images
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TABLE 7. Objective no-reference image quality scores on BDD.

in Fig. 15 show that blocking artifacts and light reflections
are enhanced for EGAN and LIME, providing poor images.
These problems were not visible for FMSBIE, MBLLEN
and D2BGAN. In addition, the enhancement provided by
D2BGAN is smoother and brighter in the road regions with-
out color saturation and changes in the sky region.

E. EVALUATION OF IMAGE UNDERSTANDING TASKS
One of the most important purposes of low-light enhance-
ment is to improve the performance of image-understanding
operators. As shown in case of Berkeley Driving dataset,
a brighter and noise free image of the road enables more accu-
rate object detection results. Exdark (12 object classes) and
DarkFace (2 classes) are benchmark datasets for object and
face detection respectively. The DarkFace dataset contains
6000 training and validation images and is particularly chal-
lenging because it presents an extremely dark environment
with strong noise. Enhancing the images amplifies this noise
making face detection very difficult. We randomly selected
two test sets of 500 images each from the 6000 image dataset
and used the remaining 5000 for training. We obtain a mAP
of 0.209 and 0.218 on the original DarkFace images for
the two test sets when a pretrained Retinaface (trained on
Widerface dataset) detector is applied. After preprocessing
with D2BGAN the mAP was 0.301 and 0.331 respectively.
We also tested the mAP after applying EGAN, and obtained
values of 0.285 and 0.331 respectively. Fine-tuning the pre-
trained network with preprocessed DarkFace images yields
a mAP of 0.525 and 0.407 on D2BGAN and EGAN respec-
tively. Fig. 16 shows some examples of the original and pre-
processed images (using D2BGAN) alongwith the detections
obtained. Additional examples are shown in Figs. 17 and 18.
It can be seen that the number of detected faces increased after
preprocessing. We used S3FD face detectors and YOLOV3
object detectors to show the visual results. Training and fine-
tuning were performed using Tinaface detector. Such exper-
iments primarily aim to show how preprocessing the images
usingD2BGAN model improves the results of state-of-the-art
detection algorithms. Hence, all experiments report the detec-
tion results using a standard algorithm post enhancement
application. For example, Fig. 16 shows two false detections
on the original image. In the processed image one more face
was detected, with no false detections. Although it would

FIGURE 18. Face and object detection performances on original and
pre-processed image from ExDark dataset. (a) is original while (b) is the
processed version using D2BGAN.

be interesting to train the detection network jointly with the
enhancement network, it is currently not covered in our
scope.

We also performed two simple experiments to analyze
the quality of the classification features and object detection
scores obtained from the D2BGAN images compared with
the low-light images. We take low-light and normal (ground-
truth) images from the LOL dataset, and obtained D2BGAN
images by processing the low-light images. We further com-
puted the distances d2 and d1 for each layer of VGG-19
trained using ImageNet. d2 and d1 were obtained using the
feature differences of normal-D2BGAN images and normal-
low image pairs respectively. We then computed a distance
index (d1 − d2)/(d1 + d2) as shown in Fig. 19 (left).
We observe that: (a) d1 is greater than d2, hence, D2BGAN
features are closer to normal for all layers; (b) although the
distance index decreases as we move towards higher layers,
it is still greater than 0; (c) interestingly, both low and
D2BGAN features are closest to the normal between layer
conv9-10, after which they increase again. Hence extracting
features from this layer may be beneficial. In Fig. 19 (right)
we compare the object detection scores of low and D2BGAN
images. 40 images were selected from the LOL dataset. It is
observed that D2BGAN generally provides a greater mean
score and lower deviation.

F. EVALUATION ON RAW IMAGES
In some studies, the image enhancement task was carried
out on RAW input data, which possess a large amount of
information, not present in the JPEG or PNG versions. Our
aim is to enhance images whose RAW versions are not
available. This is indeed the case for many applications
where post-processing needs to be performed on displayable
formats. However,we performed a simple experiment in
which we have processed a RAW image using our network,
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FIGURE 19. (a) depicts the distance index obtained from classification features of low, normal and processed image. (b) depicts the object detection
scores using low and processed images.

FIGURE 20. (a) Original low light RAW; (b) ground truth; and RAW image processed with (c) MBLLEN and (d) D2BGAN.

without retraining. The results obtained can be found in
Fig. 20. The low-exposure RAW image and normal expo-
sure ground truth images were taken from the SID dataset
(See-in-the-dark) [51] It would be interesting to assess the
performance of the network after fine-tuning it with RAW
images.

V. CONCLUSION
We presented an unpaired GAN-based image enhancement
operation using cycle consistency, geometric consistency and
illumination consistency. Visual and objective results on the
standard benchmark datasets show that our D2BGAN pro-
vides competitive results. It is observed that D2BGAN can
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enhance real images suffering from typical artifacts, without
considerably amplifying blocking artifacts. In most cases,
the images exhibited show smooth enhancements without
color saturation. One of the main advantages of the D2BGAN
is its better generalization across different datasets without
providing separate dataset-based models. Its performance
particularly on LOL and BDD make it suitable for the image
enhancement operations required for detection tasks.We have
particularly focused on JPEG images even though a simple
experiment on RAW data is discussed. The application of
D2BGAN for processing images to be used for face detection
yielded significant improvements.

It would be interesting to see how joint training and domain
adaptation can influenceD2BGAN to provide superior results
on datasets such as DarkFace. In general image-enhancement
and detection tasks are treated independently often resulting
in poor end results. The idea is to use a joint loss func-
tion that simultaneously learns to enhance images and detect
objects/faces. Another approach could be to use object priors
during enhancement training to ensure that proper features
are learned. This should prove to be far more effective than
content/perceptual loss of the entire image. Future research
directions include exploring the scope of improving image
quality and detection ability with backlit images. Global
attention maps such as blur maps may be able to differentiate
in-focus areas from background regions.
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